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ITPA is a powerful capability that can assist in streamlining Information Technology (IT) operations by removing much of the overhead associated with manual responses to IT problems. OIS enables you to capture and document processes that integrate across an entire IT organization. This is a core building block for the future of IT and is the foundation for the automation necessary to deliver cloud computing—self-adjusting tools of computing resources that can be tuned based on real-time events.

Microsoft acquired Opalis Software to augment its System Center line of management software. The Opalis purchase enables Microsoft to integrate Opalis’s process automation into its vision of the data center of the future. Microsoft does not sell Opalis as a separately licensed product; those of you already licensed for System Center with SMSE/D have the licensing rights for Opalis—you simply have to learn how to integrate it into your environment. That is the purpose of this book.

As part of the acquisition, Opalis Software released OIS 6.2.2, a remediated version of 6.2.1. Microsoft followed up with the release of OIS 6.3 in November 2010, which includes Windows Server 2008 support and Integration Packs (IPs) for products in the System Center suite. Because Microsoft chose to bring out a version of Opalis Integration Server without rebranding the software and while Opalis Software was still a subsidiary, it relies heavily on its 6.2.2
roots, particularly during the installation process. Moving forward, OIS 6.3 will be the last version of OIS. In March 2011, Microsoft announced System Center Orchestrator 2012, which will be the next version of the software it obtained with the Opalis acquisition.

How This Book Is Organized

This book is divided into four sections:


Part II, “Installation and Implementation,” steps through the product installation. Because Microsoft released version 6.3 of OIS while Opalis Software was still a subsidiary of Microsoft, there are some inherent differences installing OIS 6.3 compared with the rest of the System Center suite. These are covered in Chapter 4, “Installing Opalis Integration Server 6.3.” Chapter 5, “Policy Basics,” begins the discussion of the different objects you can use to create your own policies. This goes into further depth in Chapter 6, “Foundation Objects,” and Chapter 7, “Implementation and Best Practices.”

Part III, “Integration Packs and the SDK,” focuses on integrating OIS into the data center through IPs. IPs are software components that plug into the larger OIS framework and are designed around a series of atomic tasks targeted to a specific application. OIS 6.2.2 ships with 28 IPs on the installation media integrating third-party software with the OIS engine, and with the 6.3 update, Microsoft added six additional IPs for System Center integration. The OIS 6.2.2 IPs are discussed in Chapter 8, “OIS Integration.” The System Center IPs are discussed in the following chapters:

- Chapter 9, “Integration with System Center Operations Manager”
- Chapter 10, “Integration with System Center Service Manager”
- Chapter 11, “Integration with System Center Configuration Manager”
- Chapter 12, “Integration with System Center Virtual Machine Manager”
- Chapter 13, “Integration with System Center Data Protection Manager”
Chapter 14, “Data Center Scenarios,” takes the System Center IPs to the next level by presenting examples that integrate objects from these IPs together in workflows and incorporate PowerShell to achieve true end-to-end automation. Just in case you still don’t have all the objects you need to accomplish your own integrations, Chapter 15, “The Quick Integration Kit,” gives you the tools to create your own IPs using the Quick Integration Kit (QIK).

By this time, you should have all the tools at your disposal necessary to become an OIS expert. The last section of the book includes three appendixes. Appendix A, “Support and Troubleshooting,” includes resources to assist you with problem solving, Appendix B, “Reference URLs,” incorporates useful references you can use for further information, and Appendix C, “Available Online,” is a guide to supplementary resources offered with the book that you can download from http://www.informit.com/store/product.aspx?isbn=9780672335617.

This book provides in-depth reference and technical information about Opalis Integration Server 6.3, as well as information on orchestrating with System Center and third party products through IPs. The material will be of interest for those shops using the System Center suite, Opalis Integration Server, and anyone interested in ITPA. Visit our website and register this book at informit.com/register for convenient access to any updates, downloads, or errata that might be available for this book.
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When determining the best approach to deploy Opalis Integration Server (OIS), there are several factors to consider as you design an OIS instance. Before designing your instance, you should answer a number of questions about your environment, including network, domain structure, and location of your automation targets.

This chapter expands on the basic OIS architecture from Chapter 2, “Inside Opalis Integration Server 6.3,” and explains how the components interact with one another during policy execution. It also discusses the major deployment models and identifies where each model would be most beneficial. In addition to architecture, this chapter reviews how the various security models affect an OIS deployment. You can use OIS in a wide range of environments and security models, from small networks to managed service providers. Each presents different challenges and requires different solutions.

**Basic Architecture**

Chapter 2 discussed the OIS components and explained their purpose. This chapter examines those same components as they work together to create, check-in, and execute policies. Because the policy is the core element of all automation, orchestration, and integration, this chapter looks into the lifecycle of a policy and examines how the OIS components support the phases of that lifecycle. Figure 3.1 shows the main components of OIS.
columns in the Policies table. This updates the Published column from False to True and adds the current time to the Publishing Time column. (The term Published used by the datastore in this context is now archaic. In early versions of OIS 5.x, the Start button was labeled Publish, and because the database structure has not been fundamentally altered since then, the term Published remains.)

**Action Servers and Policy Instantiation**

Action Servers are designed to regularly update the datastore to report their heartbeat (every 15 seconds) and check if any new policies need to be executed (every 2 seconds). If there are no policies for the Action Server to run, it closes the connection and will retry in several seconds. However, if the Action Server finds a policy it can run, it gathers all the details about the policies from the related tables and then uses that information to instantiate an executable in memory. The name of the executable is always PolicyModule.exe (or PolicyModule.exe*32 on Windows 2008 systems as the PolicyModule.exe is a 32-bit application).

**PolicyModule.exe**

The Action Server instantiates one PolicyModule.exe for every submitted request to execute a policy. If a policy does not start with a Monitor object and a Start request is issued more than once, multiple instances of that policy can potentially run concurrently. This means if a given Action Server is running 17 policies, as viewed from the Operator Console, there will be 17 instances of PolicyModule.exe in memory at that time. Both active and idle (or monitoring) policies are in memory as PolicyModule.exe. As policies start, the Process ID (PID) of the policy is recorded to the datastore and is viewable from clients. In this way, a client can use the PID reported through logging to determine which instance of PolicyModule.exe belongs to a given policy.

There are two types of policies:

- **Ad hoc**
- **Monitored**

The mechanism is identical to check-in and start either type of policy, although the two behave differently when they execute. These policies are discussed in the following sections.

**Policy Behavior (Ad hoc)**

An *ad hoc policy* is any policy that does not begin with a monitor object. Ad hoc policies will load into memory as PolicyModule.exe and execute each object within the policy in turn until the policy runs out of objects along its given execution path. After the policy reaches its conclusion, the PolicyModule.exe exits and the policy terminates. An ad hoc policy does not reinstantiate until someone starts the policy again. However, if the policy is not permitted to finish normally (meaning it ends prematurely while there are still more objects along its given execution path)—perhaps caused by a server abend—the Action Server will not report the policy as completed to the datastore. As long as the
A policy runs until it is complete; if interrupted before finishing, it will start again. Every policy starts with the first object, regardless of whether it failed previously. It is possible to design a policy to check to see if it previously ended prematurely, reload the relevant data, and start again; however, this is not the default policy behavior. For more information on building restartable policies, see Chapter 7.

Policy Behavior (Monitor)

A monitored policy is any policy that begins with a monitor object. (These policies can only contain one monitor object.) Monitored policies are sometimes referred to as long running policies. A monitored policy begins like an ad hoc policy, started by a user or external trigger; but because the first object in the policy is a monitor, the conditions of that monitor will dictate when the rest of the policy will trigger.

As an example, if the first object in a monitored policy is a File Monitor configured to wait for a file named datalog.xls to appear in C:\Drop, the policy loads and begins monitoring the C:\Drop folder for datalog.xls. Until that file appears, the remaining objects in the workflow will not run. This policy might stay in memory indefinitely waiting on the desired condition to occur.

After the desired condition occurs, two things take place:

- As soon as the monitor condition for the first object is satisfied, a new PolicyModule.exe instantiates to replace the monitoring activity.
- The policy executes just as an ad hoc job would, following all the objects along its given execution path.

By instantiating a new PolicyModule.exe as soon as the monitor condition is satisfied, the monitoring is constant and uninterrupted. If you are familiar with how a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) port listener behaves, you can use this as an analogous behavior. As soon as the socket on port 3389 is filled by an incoming Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) connection, a new socket on the same port is created. Monitored polices behave in a similar fashion.

After a monitored policy is running, it will not stop on its own. The user or an external trigger will have to stop the policy.

In both situations (monitored and ad hoc), the desired outcome of the policy is not the relevant measure. Regardless of whether the desired outcome is success or failure as long as the policy executes all of objects in its path, the Action Server reports the policy as successfully completed. In terms of policy management by the datastore and the Action Servers, this completion is the only one that matters.
Figure 3.2 shows the registry location of the desktop heap, highlighting the Shared Windows Section. The value of the desktop heap for the noninteractive desktops is 768 in Windows Server 2008 (Figure 3.2) and 512 on Windows Server 2003.

**Estimating the Maximum Policy Count and Desktop Heap Size**

Before setting the desktop heap, estimate the maximum number of policies you expect an Action Server to run.

The desktop heap for the noninteractive desktops can be estimated by

\[(\text{Maximum # of concurrent policies}) \times 10 = (\text{Desktop Heaps})\]

As an example, if you want to run 100 concurrent policies, \(100 \times 10 = 1000\), rounding that number to the next highest memory size gives you 1024. The new value for the desktop heap in the registry segment would look like this:

```
SharedSection=1024,20480,1024
```

This example uses the estimate of 10K for a policy. After you have working examples of your policies, determine the actual value for your policies and revise the desktop heap size based on the actual value.

You will also want to consider that because the Service Control Manager creates a new desktop in the noninteractive window station for each service process running under a user account, increasing the desktop heap for non-interactive desktops reduces the number of user account services that can run on the system.
CAUTION: MAXIMUM TOTAL HEAP SIZE 48MB FOR WINDOWS 2003

On Windows 2003, the total desktop heap size must fit into the 48MB systemwide buffer. This means the total for all three heaps must be less that 48MB. On Windows 2008, the heap size is a dynamic kernel address range and not limited by the SessionViewSize.

Noninteractive sessions only have 20MB of the 48MB total available because Terminal Services are automatically enabled—which cuts the 48MB in half to 24MB. In addition, the System Interactive default allocation is 1024 (first value in the Shared attribute) and the Interactive Desktop is 3072 (second value in the Shared attribute), leaving only 20MB for all the noninteractive windows stations. SessionViewSize can be increased on a Windows Server 2003 computer; however, it has potentially significant impacts to other kernel memory resources and is not recommended.

Note that any command line interfaces (CLI) executed by the policies will consume desktop heap in the same Windows station as well. If you are a heavy user of Run Program objects or IPs that utilize CLI applications, consider increasing the 10KB value in your calculations to 15KB to ensure this is taken into account.

Increasing the Action Server's Desktop Heap
To increase the number of policies an Action Server can run, perform the following steps:

1. Increase the size of the desktop heap for noninteractive window stations on your Action Servers.
2. Modify the value of the ASPT on your Action Servers.
3. Reboot the Action Servers. Increasing the desktop heap is a Windows systemwide change and requires a reboot. Altering the ASPT requires you restart the Action Server Service.

You can find additional information about desktop heap in Knowledge Base (KB) article 184802, available at http://support.microsoft.com/kb/184802.

Policy Maximums Based on Operating System
OIS 6.3 Action Servers can run on Windows Server 2003 or 2008; the total number of concurrent policies supported by each operating system (OS) will differ. As the maximum total heap size for a Windows 2003 server is limited to 48MB, Action Servers on Windows 2003 are not able to run as many policies as those on Windows 2008 (assuming the heap size is maximized for each). The exact number of policies you can run should be determined by testing; however, you can use the following guidelines when estimating the maximum number of concurrent policies per Action Server:

- Windows 2003—250 concurrent policies
- Windows 2008—500 concurrent policies

These are only suggested maximums. Your Action Servers might not be able to run the maximums listed given other constraints. (As an example, if you have large policies, you might not be able to run 250 concurrent policies on a Windows 2003 Action Server.) You
might be able to run more policies than these maximums, but if you attempt to do so, be sure you understand the performance aspects and implications involved. Normally, you would want to add more Action Servers rather than risk over committing those Action Servers you have.

**NOTE: OIS 6.3 IS A 32-BIT APPLICATION**

OIS 6.3 runs on Windows 2008; however, the applications, including policymodule.exe, are 32-bit applications. Because of this, the OIS resources will not be able to take full advantage of the 64-bit operating system.

---

**Policy Size and Complexity**

The total number of objects and type of objects in a policy will change the memory footprint and resource consumption considerably. There are no good sizing guidelines, as policies can vary incredibly in size. A four-object policy that creates help desk incidents based on a SQL query easily consumes more resources than a user provisioning policy with 20 objects. Imagine if the SQL query produces 5,000 rows, which in turn creates 5,000 incidents in the help desk. That four-object policy is far more resource intensive than passing one set of user data through the 20-object policy.

**CPU and Memory Resources Also Affect Policy Limits**

CPU and memory resources and other typical performance metrics are more likely to apply to Windows 2008 Action Servers rather than those running on Windows 2003. The reason for this is Windows 2003 servers are limited to about 250 concurrent policies, and modern server hardware can generally handle that load quite easily. As Windows 2008 can run about twice as many policies, it is possible that normal performance resources might become strained.

All the performance aspects—heap size, operating system, policy size, and performance metrics—should be methodically tested using real-world data. This is the best and most reliable method to understand what impact your policies will have on your Action Servers. The estimates provided in this chapter are only the starting point for your calculations.

**Policy Queuing**

The ASPT sets the total number of concurrent policies an Action Server can run. When the ASPT is reached, if there is only one Action Server and it is running the maximum number of policies, any additional policies that are started will be queued. Policies that are queued remain in the queue until a running policy completes its execution, freeing up a policy slot. After there is a free policy slot, the first policy in the queue is instantiated on the Action Server. Policies are taken from the policy queue in a first in, first out (FIFO) model. Unfortunately, there is no easy way to see how many policies are queued or which policies are queued. Queued policies are stored in the POLICY_PUBLISH_QUEUE table in the data-
base; to determine how many policies were queued, you can view the contents of that table. The OOC policy view totals include queued policies, but there is no way to filter on queued policies as you can with those that are running.

**Policy Spillover**

When you have more than one Action Server, policies begin executing on the Primary Action Server (PAS), and continue to execute on the PAS until the ASPT for that server is reached. After the PAS reaches its ASPT (and only then), policies begin executing on the Standby Action Server (SAS). The SAS is used only when the PAS reaches its ASPT. As soon as there is at least one free policy slot on the PAS, new policies resume executing there. Figure 3.3 shows the list of Action Servers and their priority, which can be set in the OIS Client.

As an example, if your ASPT is set to 50 for all Action Servers and the PAS is running 50 policies, the next policies that start will run on the SAS. However, if at any point one or more of the PAS's policies complete, the PAS would then be assigned policies again until it again reaches its ASPT.

There is no consideration given to the fact that the SAS might be idle when assigning policies. The PAS must reach its ASPT before policies “spillover” onto the SAS. Should you have more than one SAS, policies begin loading on the PAS, then spillover to the first SAS, and only then to the second SAS. Policies always attempt to load on the highest-ranking Action Server. (You can change the ranking order and role of Action Servers using the OIS Client.)

Regardless of how many Action Servers are available, policies will fill the PAS before spilling over to the SAS and will fill the first SAS before spilling over to the second SAS.
and so on. This is not a load balancing mechanism; it is much more helpful to think about the mechanism as spillover.

After all the Action Servers have reached their ASPT, any additional policies that are started will be queued. These queued policies will run as soon as a policy slot frees up on any of the Action Servers, but will always prefer the highest-ranking Action Server if more than one become free.

**Policies Assigned to Specific Action Servers**

The only time policy execution does not follow the standard spillover model is when a policy is set to Override Default Action Server Roles. This setting changes which Action Server acts as the PAS and SAS for the context of that specific policy. If a policy is configured to run only on one Action Server, the effect would be the same as running the policy in a single Action Server environment.

Exercise caution when using Override Default Action Server Roles. If a policy is set to run on a specific Action Server and that server has reached its ASPT, the policy must wait for a free policy slot regardless of how many other Action Servers have availability. If more than one Action Server is set using Override Default Action Server Roles, you can configure the rankings between the servers (and those will spill over according to the normal spill over rules), but the policy will run only on Action Servers in that list, even if others are free. Figure 3.4 shows a policy using the Override Default Action Server Roles feature.

![Pictire 3.4 A Policy that is overriding the default Action Server settings](image)

**Policy Failover**

When a policy is running and the Action Server where it is running fails, the policy restarts on another Action Server if one exists. When a policy fails over from one Action Server to another, it always restarts at the beginning of the policy, regardless of how many objects might have already completed in the policy that was lost when the Action Server failed.
Deployment Models

There are a number of ways to deploy OIS in your environment. However, most implementations of OIS will fit into a small set of deployment models. The following sections will list the most common models for deploying OIS, explain where each model is best suited, and present the relative advantages and disadvantages of each.

Simple Deployment

The simple deployment model is the simplest and most basic deployment model for OIS. This model has all the OIS components installed on one server and can use either an existing SQL server or it might also have SQL running on the OIS server. Figure 3.5 shows a diagram of a simple OIS deployment.

![Simple deployment model](image)

This model is best suited for a proof of concept, or a limited pilot, and you can use it in a testing environment. However, the simple deployment model is not recommended for a production environment, as it does not provide any fault tolerance for the OIS components. In this model, you normally install all the OIS components on a single server and use an existing SQL instance to host the OIS datastore. If the datastore is also installed on the OIS server, the entire system is at risk if there is a failure.

NOTE: HAVING A POLICY PICK UP WHERE IT LEFT OFF

When a policy starts or is restarted, it always begins with the first object in policy. In some situations, this can be quite problematic, especially when executing the same objects again will cause issues in the infrastructure. In these cases, you can build your policy to check to see if it was running previously and include logic to determine what step it was on and then jump to the appropriate step. This will require a good deal of customization, but it is certainly possible.
Here are advantages of this model:

- Simplest model to install and configure
- Can run every component on a single server or virtual machine (VM)
- Limits licensing required

Here are the disadvantages:

- Does not provide policy failover
- All automation stops when server is offline
- Becomes a single point of failure especially if SQL is installed on the same server

**Resilient Deployment**

The resilient deployment model is most commonly used. This model is suitable from small businesses to large enterprises. The resilience is provided by having two or more Action Servers and clustering SQL Server. In this model the OIS components, the datastore, and automation targets are all on a centralized high-speed network.

For the purposes of this book, a centralized high-speed network is one in which average communication takes place in less than 50ms, and there is little or no data loss. Figure 3.6 shows a diagram of a resilient deployment model.

![Resilient deployment model](image)

**FIGURE 3.6** Resilient deployment model

---

**NOTE: USE N+1 FOR ALL IMPLEMENTATION MODELS**

This model, as with all those that follow, should use an N+1 formula to determine how many Action Servers are required (where \( N = \) the total number of Action Servers required to handle your maximum policy load). This provides an extra Action Server to take the policy load of any other Action Server that might fail.

This model is well suited for any implementation where the OIS components, datastore, and automation targets are all a centralized high-speed network.
Here are advantages of this model:

- Provides policy failover by having multiple Action Servers
- Provides resilient SQL through SQL clustering
- Provides a separate server to run the Action Server Watchdog service and provides alerting if an Action Server should fail
- Offers greater flexibility with additional Action Servers

Here are disadvantages:

- Additional resource demands because of extra Action Servers
- Additional resource demands from SQL clustering
- Additional management burden

**Cross-Network Deployment**

The cross-network deployment model is one in which Action Servers can reach across the network to perform automation on targets. This model is suitable for mid-size businesses or enterprises where remote sites have targets that require automation and are connected by a high-speed remote network, but these remote sites are ones in which it would be impractical or impossible to deploy an Action Server. Resilience is provided by having two or more Action Servers and by clustering SQL. In this model, the OIS components and the datastore are all on a centralized high-speed network and the automation targets are on high-speed remote networks.

For the purposes of this book, a high-speed remote network is one in which average communication takes places in less than 200ms, and there is little or no data loss. Figure 3.7 shows a diagram of a cross-network deployment model.
CAUTION: NOT ALL OBJECTS WILL PERFORM PROPERLY IN THIS MODEL

The cross-network model requires the remote automation target be within a 200ms latency bubble with the Action Server, but it is critical to note not every object within OIS will tolerate these connection latencies. If you want to implement this model, you will need to test the policies in your environment to confirm the objects do not timeout before they complete their primary functions.

This model is suited for any implementation where the OIS components and datastore are on a centralized high-speed network and where automation targets are on high-speed remote networks. Because not all objects will work over a remote network (see the “Caution” note in this section), this model might not be possible in every environment where it is desired.

Here are advantages of this model:

- Provides policy failover by having multiple Action Servers
- Allows Action Servers to reach into other networks to perform automation, especially when the Action Server cannot be placed in the remote network
- Provides resilient SQL through SQL clustering
- Provides a separate server to run the Action Server Watchdog service and provides alerting if an Action Server should fail
- Offers greater flexibility with additional Action Servers

Here are disadvantages:

- Additional resource demands because of extra Action Servers.
- Additional resource demands from SQL clustering.
- Not all policy objects can tolerate this model.
- Requires additional configuration of firewalls to allow traffic from any of the objects used to pass between sites.
- Additional management burden.

Cross-Network Action Servers

The cross-network action server model is one in which Action Servers are placed on a remote network to perform automation on targets there. This model is suitable for mid-size businesses or enterprises where remote sites have targets that require automation and they are connected by a high-speed remote network; these remote sites are ones in which it is possible deploy an Action Server. Resilience is provided by having two or more Action Servers and by clustering SQL. In this model, the Management Server, Action Server Watchdog, and the datastore are all on a centralized high-speed network, and the Action Servers are on high-speed remote networks with the automation targets. Figure 3.8 shows a diagram of a cross-network action server model.
3. Deployment Models

This model is suited for any implementation where the Management Server, Action Server Watchdog, and datastore are on a centralized high-speed network and where the Action Servers can be placed on the same high-speed remote network where the automation targets are located. This model requires that the remote network latency be less than 200ms. There must be little or no data loss; otherwise, this model will fail. Latency speeds in the 10-30ms range are recommended.

Here are advantages of this model:

- Provides policy failover by having multiple Action Servers
- Allows Action Servers to reside on remote networks to perform automation, assuming the network performance allows this
- Provides resilient SQL through SQL clustering
- Provides a separate server to run the Action Server Watchdog service and provides alerting if an Action Server should fail
- Can be used in some environments where the cross-network deployment model cannot

Here are disadvantages:

- Additional resource demands because of extra Action Servers
- Additional resource demands from SQL clustering
- Action Servers will tolerate only excellent network conditions in this model; without excellent conditions they will lose connectivity to the datastore
- Requires additional configuration of firewalls to allow SQL traffic between the sites
- Additional management burden
Multisite Manual Policy Sync

In some environments, the network performance will not be suitable to separate Action Servers from the datastore. If this is the case, it will be necessary to have one installation of the OIS components, including the datastore, at each location that requires automation. OIS installations are always standalone, and they will not communicate natively or share any data between installations (even when on the same network).

A multisite manual policy sync model is one where two or more installations of OIS are in use and there is a requirement or desire to use the policies on all installations. Because these installations will not be able to communicate with one another natively, policies that need to be shared must be exported manually and imported at the target OIS installation. This model provides a method to transfer policies but not policy data. Figure 3.9 shows a diagram of multisite manual policy synchronization.

![Diagram of Multisite Manual Policy Synchronization](image)

**FIGURE 3.9 Manual policy sync model**

**NOTE: USE CARE WHEN IMPORTING POLICIES**

There are a number of considerations when importing policies from other installations, just as when you promote a policy from testing to production. Refer to Chapter 7 for information.

This model is best suited for environments where network conditions require several installations of OIS and these installations need to transfer policies with one another. Using a manual process to transfer policies between is not a desirable solution given the effort involved, but if more than one installation is required, there is no other way to transfer the policies.
This model is best suited for environments where data needs to be shared between OIS installations or where one OIS installation provides a critical service to others (such as trouble ticket creation).

Here are advantages of this model:

- Allows policies to interact with remote installations and networks
- Allows OIS data to be shared between remote installations
- Has all the advantages of a resilient model
- Allows any networked OIS instance to trigger a specific function on another OIS instance
- Offers flexibility in having differing policies at different locations
- Allows policy execution across untrusted environments by providing credentials at the connection point using the Invoke Web Services object

Here are disadvantages:

- Requires special development of all policies to accept or transfer data
- Requires the Operator Console be installed on target OIS systems
- At risk for failure if network connection is lost

**Multisite Hybrid Solution**

The multisite hybrid solution is a combination of both the multisite manual sync and the invoked Web Services model. It provides a method to use the same policies in separate installations while also allowing those installations to communicate with one another at runtime and share data. Figure 3.11 shows a diagram of a multi-site hybrid solution.
This model is best suited for environments where data needs to be shared between OIS installations or where one OIS installation provides a critical service to others (such as trouble ticket creation) while also providing common policies to multiple installations.

Here are advantages of this model:

- Provides a method for using the same policies on remote OIS installations
- Can provide uniform automation to several remote sites
- Has all the advantages of a resilient model
- Allows policies to interact with remote installations and networks
- Allows OIS data to be shared between remote installations
- Offers flexibility in what policies are loaded to which installation

Here are disadvantages:

- Requires special development of all policies to accept or transfer data
- Requires the OOC be installed on target OIS systems
- Requires manual effort to import or export
- At risk for failure if network connection is lost
- Installations have potential to become out of sync with one another

**Multisite Isolated Deployment**

If your environment’s network performance is not suitable to separate your Action Servers from the datastore or security limitations make this a necessity, but you still need automation on remote sites, you will use an isolated deployment. In this situation, you will need to use a multisite isolated deployment model. This model is simply several unrelated installations that share no information or policy imports. Figure 3.12 shows a diagram of an isolated multisite OIS deployment model.

This model is used only when there is no desire or no way to share data or policies between installations. This model is rarely used.

Here are advantages of this model:

- Each installation is highly available
- Provides resilient SQL through SQL clustering
- Has all the advantages of a resilient model
- Provides a separate server to run the Action Server Watchdog service and provides alerting if an Action Server should fail

Here are disadvantages:

- No data is shared between installations
- All policies are designed and implemented separately
Security Models

There are a number of security models to use with your OIS implementation. The following sections list the most common security models for OIS implementations and explain the limitations of each model. The discussion does not list advantages or disadvantages, as the existing security infrastructure is not likely to change because of the addition of OIS.

Single Domain Security

The single domain security model is where all OIS components are used within a single Active Directory domain. This is the normal model used by most installations and the one for which OIS was primarily designed. There are no special considerations for using this model; the account used by Action Server service is the default privilege for all policies and should not present any challenges because all the resources are within the same domain. Figure 3.13 shows a diagram of a single domain security model.

Federated Domains

The federated domain security model is where all OIS components are used within a single Active Directory domain but the Action Servers act against automation targets in a second domain for which a trust relationship exists. This model is less common, although used by
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